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WorkBee Version 2 Alterations 

 

About the Kit 

The WorkBee CNC is an Open Source design originally designed by Ryan Lock of Ooznest UK and is an 

offspring of the Ox CNC Machine designed by Mark Carew of Open Builds USA. The WorkBee Version 

1 had the Leadscrews placed under compression. This resulted in ‘Leadscrew whip’ when a 1000mm 

or 1500mm axis moved any faster than 2000mm/min.  

The WorkBee CNC Machine and this guide are derived from the Open Source design published by 

Ooznest. Credit is due to the Ooznest team. 

Notes on Assembly 

The WorkBee CNC design has gone through different changes. WorkBee Version 1 originally had the 

leadscrews placed in compression. All WorkBee kits now sold are Version 2, with the major 

differences being the use of longer leadscrews in the X and Y Axis. These longer leadscrews enable 
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the machine to be assembled so that the leadscrews are in tension. WorkBee Version 2 also requires 

the plate orientation to be changed to hold the leadscrews in tension. 

Version 1 of the WorkBee can still be assembled if the user wishes by following the WorkBee 

manual. This guide will show the differences between WorkBee Version 1 and WorkBee Version 2, 

and how to assemble the leadscrews in tension. Use this guide along with the WorkBee Version 1 

manual if you wish to assemble the WorkBee Version 2 with leadscrews in tension. 

Read through this guide completely and understand the concepts. To assemble the WorkBee Version 

2 follow the WorkBee Version 1 manual except for the steps outlined in this guide. 
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2.2 Y-Plate Assembly: 

The Y-Plates are assembled so that the recess for the 688ZZ bearing is facing outwards. The recess 

must be on the opposite face to the Nut Blocks and Leadscrew. 
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2.4.3 X ACME Screw: 

Place the 688ZZ Bearing into the recess on the outer face of the Y-Plate, next place the 8mm Lock 

Collar between the 688ZZ Bearing and Flexible Coupler.  

Slide the Leadscrew through the 688ZZ Bearing and 8mm Lock Collar until the Leadscrew is inserted 

into the Flexible Coupler and touching the Nema23 Stepper Motor shaft. Once in position, tighten 

the grub screws on the Flexible Coupler, making sure one is on the flat portion of the motor shaft. 

Ensure the 688ZZ Bearing is still inside the recess in the Y-Plate. Slide the 8mm Lock Collar over the 

Leadscrew and while pushing it against the 688ZZ Bearing, tighten the 8mm Lock Collar. 

 

On the other end of the X-Axis the Leadscrew will be protruding out of the other Y-Plate. Slide the 

688ZZ Bearing over the Leadscrew and sit it in the recess in the Y-Plate. Slide the 8mm Lock Collar 

over the Leadscrew and while pushing it against the 688ZZ Bearing, tighen the 8mm Lock Collar. 
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2.5.2 End Plates: 

Slide the X-Gantry-Assembly to the front and attach the Y-End Plate. There are 4 Y-End Plates, 

ensure the recess on the plate for the 688ZZ Bearing is facing outward on all 4 plates. Orientation 

should be as shown below for the front left plate. 

When attaching the Y-End Plates use 4x M5-Low-Profile-15mms which screw into the tapped holes 

on the C-Beam. Next slide 2x Tee-Nuts into the front facing top and bottom channels of the V-Slot-

2040. Adjust the Tee-Nuts so they line up with the holes on the Y-End Plate. 

Secure the Y-End Plate to the V-Slot-2040 using 4x M5-Low-Profile-12mms. Ensure the end of the V-

Slot-2040 is flush with the side of the C-Beam. 

Square the base, and repeat these steps for the Y-End Plate on the opposite end of the V-Slot 2040. 

If possible, get a second person to hold the base square while tightening the screws. 
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2.5.3 Stepper Motors:  

When attaching the Y-End Plates, ensure the plates are situated so that the recess for the 688ZZ 

Bearing is facing outwards.  

Insert the Leadscrew through the hole in the Y-End Plate, slide the 688ZZ Bearing and the 8mm Lock 

Collar over the protruding Leadscrew. Do not tighten the 8mm Lock Collar at this point. 

Slide the 1/4” side of the Flexible Coupler onto the shaft of the Nema23 Stepper Motor (Don’t 

tighten it down at this point). 

Attach the Nema23 Stepper Motor to the threaded holes on the Y-End Plate using 4x M5-Low-

Profile-50mm-Screws and 4x Aluminium-Spacers-40mms. Orient the Nema23 Stepper Motor so the 

wire is facing down. 

Insert the Leadscrew into the Flexible Coupler so that it is touching the Nema23 Stepper Motor 

shaft. Once in position, tighten the grub screws on the Flexible Coupler, making sure one is on the 

flat portion of the motor shaft. 

Ensure the 688ZZ Bearing is still inside the recess in the Y-End Plate and while pushing the 8mm Lock 

Collar against the 688ZZ Bearing, tighen the 8mm Lock Collar. 
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2.5.4 Y ACME Screws 

On the other end of the Y-Axis the Leadscrew will be protruding out of the other Y-End Plate. Slide 

the 688ZZ Bearing over the Leadscrew and sit it in the recess in the Y-End Plate. Slide the 8mm Lock 

Collar over the Leadscrew and while pushing it against the 688ZZ Bearing, tighen the 8mm Lock 

Collar. 
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Tensioning the ACME Screws:  

NOTE: Do this step after the machine is 

assembled, the electronic system is complete 

and the machine can jog using the software. 

You need the stepper motors to be energised 

in order to tension the Leadscrew. 

Jog the machine so that the gantry is closest 

to the end of the axis where the Nema23 

Stepper Motor is fixed. For best results have 

the gantry approximately 50mm away from 

the Y-End Plate.  

Loosen the 8mm Lock Collar so that it can freely move. Thread the Leadscrew Tensioning Tool onto 

the end of the Leadscrew so that it is against the 8mm Lock Collar. 

Turn the Leadscrew Tensioning Tool clockwise. As you turn this tool you will feel the Leadscrew 

begin to tension.  

Initially turn the Leadscrew Tensioning Tool until the Nema23 Stepper Motor clicks over, when the 

Nema23 Stepper Motor clicks over it relieves the tension placed. Just before the Nema23 Stepper 

Motor clicks over is the correct tension for the Leadscrew. 

Again turn the Leadscrew Tensioning 

Tool so that the Leadscrew is at the 

correct tension, while holding the 

tensioning knob at this point, tighten 

the 8mm Lock Collar so that the 

tension is held in place by the 8mm 

Lock Collar. 

Remove the Leadscrew Tensioning 

Tool and repeat for all axis that are to 

be placed under tension. 

 


